Self-transformation of Earth in spatio-temporal coordinates of Solar System.
Prof. Dmitriev A.N.
One must not to forget that Earth Science is subordinated to investigated facts and accessible
verity of their comprehension. It is obvious that naturalists are free in their attempts to study states of
Nature which is deeply honored by them, and therefore we respectfully decline advices and
recommendations suggested us by political, religious and economic control structures. Otherwise (by
enslavement of cognitive process to “her Majesty – PROFIT”) we lose the right to express results of
exploration of never lying and not ingratiating herself Nature. Yes, we announce with glaring
incompleteness and rather poor accuracy, but we will be grateful to everyone who will extend and
clarify these information.
It is not our fault that following outline of information for many people can sound for first time,
scaring and discouraging… Nevertheless:
First – right now our Solar system (and our planet Earth implanted in it) is in condition of Grand
Transition, that is in condition of change of spatio-temporal coordinates (location) inside Solar system.
Staying in three-dimensional world (in world of material bodies, systems and regularities) by means of
cosmophysical and planetophysical processes the Earth is self-transforming. With help of interacting
physical fields (electric, magnetic, gravitational and spin) and in accordance with Grand Transition
Programs the Earth system is already moving with acceleration into “inner apartments” of Sixdimensional (not three-dimensional) Solar Torus. Also naturally that this movement is so thoroughly
and significantly that (reminds singular computer reboot) is accompanied by energy-intensive
activation of all planetophysical potentials. This activation is primarily concerned with information
storages of former living forms and creative results on field of increase of species biosphere variety of
living forms.
Second – therefore plentiful “news” are now waiting for us (people) from side of occurrence of
“unusual” living beings on land, water, atmosphere and lithosphere. Furthermore, existing mankind
aggression can lead most of our unexpected meetings with “inoforms” to armed clash (significance of
killing our own homo sapiens will lose “its profit”). Mixing of multi-temporal and multi-spatial
species variety has already begun and it transfers Biosphere into state of “passing the examination” on
Grand Transition Program.
Yes, yes. And this exam will require an extreme receptivity and maximal will-intellectual and
emotional stability from every possessor of consciousness in human form. Extreme and modifying
loads are already imposed on adaptive means of every living human being. Loaded borders of parallel
worlds will lead to generation of refugees between the worlds, and we will meet scaring variety of
hybrid forms and pure representatives of consciousness from parallel worlds whose way of life can be
characterized by high gradient of differences in forms, norms and requirements. Thus, completely
soberly and seriously one must realize psychopreparation for meeting with organized varieties of
different representatives of life and probably with big potentials of aggression. Whether it is time to
recompose the tasks for combat elements of Special Forces and strongly renew means of power and
also psychophysical opportunities… Upon that it is necessary to be strictly governed by rule, that all
creatures of living forms on Earth are competent participants of evolutional processes, and every
creative and correctable set of evolving beings have the right for its own dwelling niche, thus one must
not begin with moppings-up and organization of another “chosen nation”… It is necessary to accent
that armed clashes are unavoidable, and highly possible it will require new generation of weapons
including abilities of scalar physics and ray guns. Of course people have already “become skilled”, but
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the problem of self-destruction cultivated on ideological misanthropic biblical basis became
aggravated more than ever. In any case more than seven-billion’s humanity is already classified and
distributed by representatives of Galactic civilizations.
According to reports new right to Life in New Habitat with solar landscapes and ultraviolet
radiation (“entirely and nearby”) will receive only overwhelming minority. After all not for nothing
people were given the warning on this theme by one or representatives of Shambala – Kut-Humi that
“during Transitions people perish by the millions” – and it is TRUTH!
It is also naturally that all planet-energy reality of Earth evolving in accordance with its creative
evolutional Program is involved in Grand Transition. Therefore “players of changes” are also all
materially realized and form-manifested substances (elements of nature). And ATMOSPHERIC Spirits
of Elements are primarily involved into total change of energy supplement of planetophysical
processes. One should be borne in mind that material variety of our world is divided (even in ancient
times) for four basic elements: Earth, Water, Fire, Air. Exactly self-transformation of these elements
under the impact of stimuli of Grand Transition generates multiplicity of new events which are we call
PLANETOPHYSICAL CHANGES. They include: and climatic changes, and weather structures, and
abnormal phenomena of hydrological cycle, and destructive atmospheric processes of increasing
diversity, and growing energy intensity of new processes, and expanding spatial distribution over the
face of Planet Earth.
Rather easily achievable especially now is information (it is necessary to point that huge
information files about the state of Nature are strictly security-restricted by administrative member of
humanity with the help of religion, policy, finance) about new transformational events. These are: and
events developing in hydrosphere of the Earth, for example rapid melting of polar and circumpolar ice
caps; and degradation of planetary permafrost; and threats of new generation in lithosphere – earth
crust – for example continental synchronization and increase of energy intensity of volcanic activity;
increase of frequency of occurrence and surge of energy intensity of earthquakes. Particular anxiety
among the specialists on global ecology causes the processes of chaotization of local and continental
climatic characteristics: exorbitant increase of distributed temperature gradients in surface atmosphere;
sharp modification of thunderstorm and rain characteristics, for example it can “pour out” yearly
rainfall per day, what says about increasing anomaly of planetary thunder-activity. As a result of
appearance of this “new generation” of natural processes and taking into account of technogenic
energy induction (annual industrial energy production reached nꞏ1028 erg) a real threat of global
destruction of survival facilities in Earth’s biosphere (including human beings) arose: floods, droughts,
hails, tornados, hurricanes, cyclones, fires, sinkholes in Earth’s surface, becoming more frequent highgradient unpredictable coolings.
Again it is necessary to emphasis the role of disastrous phenomenon of synchronization of
various destructive processes as an indicator of increase of real and energy-intensive catastrophes.
Time for disputes and all kinds of criticism is over, time of total mobilization of rescue means and
knowledge for survival has come. Planetophysical changes unconditionally burst out into life threat for
billions of people on Earth and system of general change of whole face of the Earth. However climate
of social processes of people is still created by bible ideology, and religious whips flog all living things
on our Planet. Increasingly sophisticated military means of power are oriented against people disjoined
by wealth and power. Authority is still not paying attention to necessity of financing solution of
problems of creation of a protective means from already developing catastrophes. Available protective
means variety designed for governing top completely ignores vital interests of ordinary people. That’s
why it appeared to be that protection of ordinary people fall in their own hands and “state did not take
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care of them”. In our opinion this report is reasonable to complete with brief notification on line of
above
human
informative
source
(19
October
2013
year,
http://derzhavasveta.webnode.ru/news/velikij-uchitel-chelovechestva-mm-chto-proiskhodit-sejchas-v-mireodnovremenno-vo-vsekh-stranakh-/):
“It’s a pity to tell all this. People are still living together, but there comes a time when they
will cardinally divide on the people of the Light and the degraded people. Right now degraded
people are trying to become leading human elite going to the parade of gays, lesbians, pedophiles
and other mutants. Degradation will rapidly increase at moment when all and everybody will
make their choice between Light and Dark. This period has already begun and people are living
at that time, but few people consciously participate in this process. Some people still want to be
not cold, not hot, that do not make a conscious choice between Light and Dark. Such people need
to prepare for exit. They will not be able to live neither underground nor on surface because
their life force is not enough to overcome the period of Grand Transition…
MM. Said already that the Planet Nibiru brings by its presence a lot of changes inside Solar
system and on every planet separately. Residence of such huge body can not affect conditions of
life on Earth. That’s why one should all events fill in unified information package as We do. It is
impossible to take out of context of Grand Transition no single event. All they occur in
proportion to evolutionary terms and positions of every planet inside Solar system and her
spheres”.
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